Abstract: The goal of this study is to develop a mechanical system that can display elastic characteristic of an object aiming at the application in the field of virtual reality. Pneumatic parallel manipulator is introduced as a driving mechanism, consequently, which brings capability of minute force displaying property owing to the air compressibility. Compliance control system without using force/moment sensor is constructed by introducing a disturbance observer and a compliance display scheme is proposed. The validity of the proposed scheme is verified experimentally.
Introdution
Virtual reality technologies have become one of the recent attracts in the industrial field, where, such as, the application to the virtual prototyping in mechanical CAD or the surgery simulation') are expected. Among the virtual reality technologies, the development of the instruments, which display force or tactile feeling, is important because such a feeling, besides of the vision, plays an important role for human to recognize an euvironment. Pneumatic actuators are effective for this kind of mechanical s~s t e m~)~) since its inherent features of softness and safety are indispensable for the mechanical device which contact with human directly.
In this paper, we aim at developing a mechanical equipment that displays elastic characteristic of an object. Concretely, Stewart type parallel manipulator is introduced as a mechanical structure from a view that it can drive multiple d.0.f. for its compactness and pneumatic cylinders are employed as the driving actuators, which bring capability of minute force control property owing to the air compressibility.
The compliance display scheme is proposed, where a compliance control is constructed based on the estimated external force and its validity is confirmed through some experiments and analysis. 
Outline of Pneumatic Parallel

(5)
The inner block with a doublet represents a control s y s tem of generating force F . as shown in Fig.4 , which works t o lower the influence of piston rod velocity that acts as disturbance on pressure response as shown in Eq.(3) as well as to make F. to follow to the reference value with time constant Tpn4). 
Experimental results
A recognizing of compliance change in local area is carried out experimentally. We set a compliance model as shown in Fig.5 , where the stiffness f o r t direction K, become larger when the contact point closes to the origin 
Conclusion
In this study, we developed a pneumatic parallel manip ulator to display a compliance of an object for human. A compliance displaying scheme is proposed, where the applied force is estimated using a disturbance observer and the desired compliance is realized by constructing a basic compliance control system.
The compliance displaying properties has been confirmed through the basic direction in hand coordinate frame, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed control system. In the next step, development of a control scheme to display an arbitrary compliance for the arbitrary direction and verifying the effectiveness of o k displaying equipment by applying to the practical recognition motion are the matter to be settled at present. 
